EXOTIC MOON Italian Pole Dance Competition
APPLICATION FORM
Name ……………………………………………………………………………………...........................
Surname …………………………………………………………………..........................................
Stage name………………………………………………………………..........................................
Birth Date…………………………………………………………….................................................
Nationality……………………………………………………………………......................................
ID……………………………………………………………............................................................
PASSPORT……………………………………………………….....................................................
Phone/Mobile…………………………………………………………..............................................
E-Mail ……………………………………………………………………………...................................

Category
□ WOMAN

□ MAN

________________________________________________________________________
□ AMATEUR

□ SEMI PROFESSIONAL

□ AMATEUR DOUBLE/GROUP

□ PROFESSIONAL

□ SEMI PROFESSIONAL DOUBLE/GROUP

□ PROFESSIONAL DOUBLE/GROUP

Applications are open from 1st of december 2018, must be fully filled
in and sent by email before the 28th of February 2019 at 24.00.
Music must be sent before the 30th of April 2019.

DOCUMENTS:
application form
copy of ID or passport
digital picture to be uploaded in the participants Gallery
file mp3 with the music of the performance
bank transfer receipt (euro 75,00 - no refundable). The causal is: EM 2019 application
EXOTIC MOON
Bank Account:
IBAN IT87 H033 5901 6001 0000 0116 183
Addressed to: Turin Pole Dance Studio
BIC BCITITMX
PIAZZA PAOLO FERRARI 10
20121 MILANO
All forms, filled in and signed, must be sent by email to: info@turinpoledancestudio.com
Application fee is not refundable in any case.
Application fee include 3 pictures post produced and a video (no editing) ready in two weeks after the
competition.

RULES
There are no mandatory figures
There is no video entry
It is possible to bring on the stage objects and accessories only if they can be easily removed by the
pole cleaners.
Heels are mandatory but the shoes must be tied to feet for safety reasons.
Heels are not mandatory for men only.
Nudity is strictly forbidden: G-strings, thong, topless, bikinis with transparency on the intimate parts are
strictly forbidden.
Partial or integral nudity is strictly forbidden. If it happens, even just for a moment, it will take
immediately to disqualification.
Competitors must be at least 18 when applying.
If a participant won in a specific category, not only in the previous edition of Exotic Moon, but in any
Pole dance competition or contest, she/he must compete in the next level, if it exists.
Date ……… / ……… / ……… Signature…………………………………………............

DISCLAIMER
I am aware that the organiser (Turin Pole Dance studio) and the owner of the location of the
competition (Teatro Alfa) are not responsible for any injury to objects and persons during the
performance or the warming up.
Date ………………

Signature ………………………

LOCATION
The competition will take place at Teatro Alfa Via Casalborgone, 16/i,10132 Torino

TIMETABLE
We will communicate the timetable as soon as they are available

I GIUDICI
The judges, selected from the best performers in the world, they are:
Malwina Gs
Katy Cherry
Marina Motuhnova
Quan Bui
Aleksey Poryadnov
Benedicte Rinaldi

JUDGING CRITERIA
The decision of the judges is final. The contestant with highest number of points will win in her/his own
category.
ARTISTIC PART

AMA

SEMI-PRO

PRO

Originality /stage presence / artistic expression /

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Originality and music interpretation

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Costume/make up / hair

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Choreography

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Sexy and sensual style

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

TECHNICAL PART

AMA

SEMI-PRO

PRO

Level of difficulty of strength tricks

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Level of difficulty of flexibility tricks

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Fluidity of transitions

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Combo originality

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

FLOORWORK

AMA

SEMI-PRO

PRO

Level of difficulty of strength tricks (elbowstand;

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Fluidity of transitions

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

Combo originality

0 ->4

4 ->7

7 ->10

communication with the public

handstand, etc….)
Level of difficulty of flexibility tricks (bridges, splits,
etc….)

STAGE PLAN

Name and Surname:
______________________________________________________________________________

Category:_____________________________________________________________________
:_____________________________________________________________________
Starting in or outside the stage?
□ on stage

□ outside

PRIZES
Prizes will be given by our sponsors.

Date ……… / ……… / ......

Signature………………………………………………

